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Legal Disclaimer 
 
You must get your physician’s approval before beginning this exercise program. 
These recommendations are not medical guidelines but are for educational purposes 
only. You must consult your physician prior to starting this program or if you have any 
medical condition or injury that contraindicates physical activity. This program is 
designed for healthy individuals 18 years and older only.  
 
The information in this report is meant to supplement, not replace, proper exercise 
training. All forms of exercise pose some inherent risks. The editors and publishers 
advise readers to take full responsibility for their safety and know their limits. Before 
practicing the exercises in this book, be sure that your equipment is maintained, and do 
not take risks beyond your level of experience, aptitude, training and fitness. The 
exercises and dietary programs in this book are not intended as a substitute for any 
exercise routine or treatment or dietary regimen that may have been prescribed by your 
physician.   

Don’t lift heavy weights if you are alone, inexperienced, injured, or fatigued. Don’t 
perform any exercise unless you have been shown the proper technique by a certified 
personal trainer or certified strength and conditioning specialist. Always ask for 
instruction and assistance when lifting. Don’t perform any exercise without proper 
instruction. Always do a warm-up prior to strength training and interval training.  

See your physician before starting any exercise or nutrition program. If you are taking 
any medications, you must talk to your physician before starting any exercise program, 
including 30 Yards or More in 30 Days or Less. If you experience any lightheadedness, 
dizziness, or shortness of breath while exercising, stop the movement and consult a 
physician.  

You must have a complete physical examination if you are sedentary, if you have high 
cholesterol, high blood pressure, or diabetes, if you are overweight, or if you are over 30 
years old. Please discuss all nutritional changes with your physician or a registered 
dietician. If your physician recommends that you don’t use Golf Fitness: Shed Pounds to 
Shave Strokes, please follow your doctor’s orders.  
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Foam Rolling 
 
Foam Rolling is used as a self-massage method to help break up 

scar tissue that is built up over time while training. To help break up 

the scar tissue so blood can freely flow better to your muscles and 

help transport out toxins and acid build up, we roll over our muscle 

using a foam roller.  

  

This will help improve mobility and recovery a ton!  

  

This may be painful at the start but it is ESSENTIAL for improved 

performance and results!  

  

Focus on rolling over the most tender areas on your body. A good 

rule of thumb is to do at least 10 passes over each of the areas 

described and pictured below.  
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Hamstrings   
1. Start right under your glute and continue to roll all the way down 

to just above the back of your knee.   

2. Rotate your leg side to side to expose more tender areas.  
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Calves   
1. Start under your knee and continue to roll all the way down to 

your Achilles tendon.  

2. Cross one leg over the top of the other to increase amount of 

pressure.   

3. Rotate legs side to side to expose more tender areas.   
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Quads   
1. Lay off to the side of the roller and start right at your hip flexor 

and roll all the way down to the top of your knee.   

2. Rotate side to side to expose more tender areas.  
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IT Band   
1. This is one of the biggest problem areas for most people – It 

will be painful! Pay extra attention to this area.   

2. Roll on your side starting just above your knee and roll all the 

way up to your hip.  

3. Roll side to side to expose more tender areas.   
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Hip Flexors   
1. Start off to the side of the roller at an angle.   

2. Roll over your hip flexors.   

3. Rotate side to side to expose more tender areas.  
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Low Back   
1. Start by sitting on your butt then roll back onto the roller either 

rolled over to the left or right side.   

2. DO NOT roll directly over your spine.   

3. Roll over your low back from the top of your glute up to your 

lats.  
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Upper Back / Traps   
1. Starting on your upper back, raise your arms and point them to 

the ceiling to spread out your scapula to expose tender spots.   

2. Roll side to side to hit other areas.   

3. Roll up to your traps down to the bottom of your lats. You can 

also cross one arm over your chest to expose even more 

tender spots.  

 
 

 
 
 
Perform this warmup before your workout. Properly warming up will 

allow your body to loosen up and reduce injury while improving 

performance. 
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Warm Up 
Torso Twists  
1. Stand with feet shoulder width apart.   

2. Place a golf club on shoulders behind your neck and hang on to 

club with hands.    

3. Rotate to the left and right, allowing your heel to come off 

ground.   

4. Rotate left at a 90 degree angle and then back to the right.  
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Side Bends  
1. Stand with feet shoulder width apart.   

2. Extend arms directly above head and tilt to the right, and then 

to your left.    

3. It is important to stay ‘stacked’ and not let your body tilt forward 

or backwards.   
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Inchworms  
1. Stand with feet together.   

2. From a standing position with your feet together or slightly 

apart, engage ("brace") your abdominal muscles to stabilize 

your spine.  

3. Gently exhale and bend forward from your hips ("hip hinging"). 

Try to keep your knees straight (but not locked). Slowly lower 

your torso towards the floor until you can place your fingers or 

palms of your hands on the floor in front of your body. If your 

hamstrings are tight, you may need to bend your knees slightly. 

Try to keep the spine flat.  

4. Slowly begin to walk your hands forward, away from your feet. 

Your heels will begin to rise off the floor. Continue walking your 

hands forward until you reach a full-push-up position where 

your spine, hips and head are level with the floor (plank 

position)  

5. Slowly begin walking your feet forward towards your hands, 

taking steps without moving your hands. Maintain a flat spine 

throughout and continue walking until your feet are close to 

your hands.  
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Superman Reaches  
1. Starting Position: Lie on your stomach on a mat or the floor with 

your legs outstretched behind you. Your toes are pointing 

toward the wall behind you. Reach your arms out overhead with 

your palms facing each other. Relax your neck and align your 

head with your spine.  

2. Upward Phase: Exhale. Deepen your abdominal and core 

muscles to stabilize your spine and slowly and strongly reach 

both legs away from your torso until they lift a few inches off the 

floor. At the same time float both arms a few inches off the 

floor. Keep both legs and arms straight and allow any rotation in 

the arms, legs, shoulders or pelvis. Your head is aligned with 

your spine. Do not allow your head to lift up or to droop toward 

the floor. Do not allow the back to arch. Hold this position 

briefly.  

3. Downward Phase: Gently inhale and lower your legs and arms 

back to your starting position without any movement in your low 

back or hips.  
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Bodyweight Squats  
1. Stand with your feet just greater than shoulder-width apart.   

2. Start the movement at the hip joint. Push your hips backward 

and “sit back into a chair”. Make your hips go back as far as 

possible.   

3. Squat as deep as possible, but keep your low back tensed in a 

neutral position.   

4. Don’t let your lower back become rounded.   

5. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position.   
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Straight Up Sit up  
1. Lay flat on back, arms extended behind head and on floor.   

2. Legs remain flat.    

3. Reach up and try to touch the ceiling while contracting your 

abs.   

4. Lower back down and lower arms back to ground.  
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Beginner Workout A 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

T-Squat 
1. Muscles: Rhomboids (upper back), quadriceps (front of thighs), 

hamstrings, butt. 

2. Hold your hands straight out to your sides in a “T” formation at 

all times. 

3. Keep your upper back and shoulders tensed throughout the 

exercise. 

4. Stand with your feet just greater than shoulder-width apart. 

5. Start the movement at the hip joint. Push your hips backward 

and “sit back into a chair”. Make your hips go back as far as 

possible. 

6. Squat as deep as possible, but keep your low back tensed in a 

neutral position. 

7. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position. 
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Stick-up 
1. Muscles: Rhomboids (upper back), posterior deltoids 

(shoulders) 

2. Stand with your back against a wall. Your feet should be 6 

inches away from the wall and your butt, upper back, and head 

should all be in contact with the wall at all times in the exercise. 

3. Stick your hands up overhead. Try to keep your shoulders, 

elbows, and wrists in contact with the wall at all times. 

4. Slide your arms down the wall and tuck your elbows into your 

sides. This should bring your shoulder blades down and 

together. You should feel a strong contraction in the muscles 

between your shoulder blades as well as the shoulder muscles. 

5. Again, try to keep everything in contact with the wall. 

6. From the bottom position, try to slowly slide your arms up until 

they are straight and in a "stick-em up" position. Again, try to 

keep everything in contact with the wall. 

7. Try to improve your range of motion in this exercise each week. 

8. The goal is to improve shoulder mobility and postural control. 
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Single Leg Golf Posture Rotations  
1. Stand upright and place your body in a proper address position, 

knees slightly bent, fixed spine angle, and arms crossed over 

your chest.   

2. Raise the right foot slightly off the floor while maintaining your 

address position and fixed spine angle.  

3. Begin to slowly rotate your shoulders to the right to the point of 

a complete shoulder turn.  

4. Return to the starting position of the exercise and repeat.  

5. Repeat the exercise balancing on the left foot.  
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Pushup  
1. Keep the abs braced and body in a straight line from 

toes/knees to shoulders.  

2. Place the hands on the floor slightly wider than shoulder-width 

apart.  

3. Slowly lower yourself down until you are an inch off the ground.  

4. Push through your chest, shoulders and triceps to return to the 

start position.  

5. Keep your body in a straight line at all times.  

6. If you have difficulty, try this from your knees.  
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Lying Hip Extension 
1. Muscles: Butt, hamstrings (back of thighs) 

2. Lie on your back with your knees bent and feet flat on the floor. 

3. Brace your abs, and contract your glutes (butt muscles) as if 

you were squeezing something between your cheeks. 

4. Bridge your hips up by contracting your glutes. Don’t use your 

lower back. 

5. Hold your hips elevated for a 1-count. Keep your abs braced 

and squeeze the glutes. 

6. Slowly lower your hips down until they are an inch above the 

ground. Then repeat. 
 

1. 
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Plank  
1. Lie on your stomach on a mat.  

2. Raise your body in a straight line and rest your bodyweight on 

your elbows and toes so that your body hovers over the mat.  

3. Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold (brace) your 

abs tight. Contract them as if someone was about to punch you 

in the stomach, but breath normally.  

4. Hold this position for the recommended amount of time.  
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Beginner Workout B 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

Y-Squat 
1. Muscles: Rhomboids (upper back), quadriceps (front of thighs), 

hamstrings, butt. 

2. Hold your hands over your head in a “Y” formation at all times. 

3. Keep your upper back and shoulders tensed throughout the 

exercise. 

4. Stand with your feet just greater than shoulder-width apart. 

5. Start the movement at the hip joint. Push your hips backward 

and “sit back into a chair”. Make your hips go back as far as 

possible. 

6. Squat as deep as possible, but keep your low back tensed in a 

neutral position. 

7. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position. 
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Cross Crawl  
1. This is a combination warm-up and ab exercise.  

2. Stand with your feet shoulder width-apart and hands straight 

overhead.  

3. Slowly bring your opposite knee and elbow together in front of 

you.  

4. Alternate sides.  
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Single Leg Reaching Lunge  
1. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart in front of a small 

object that you have placed 3 feet in front of you.  

2. Now stand on your right leg, balance yourself, and then bend 

your knee and reach forward to touch the object with your right 

hand.  

3. Touch the object and return to the starting position without 

losing your balance.  

4. Without switching legs, perform the same exercise but use your 

left hand to reach forward and touch the cone.  

5. Perform all repetitions on the right leg and then switch.  

6. As you get better, you can place 3 cones in a line (one to the 

left, one in the center, and one to the right). This will require 

greater balance.  
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Incline Pushup  
1. Keep the abs braced and body in a straight line from 

toes/knees to shoulders.  

2. Place the hands on a bench or chair slightly wider than 

shoulder-width apart. Feet remain on ground. 

3. Slowly lower yourself down until you are an inch off the ground.  

4. Push through your chest, shoulders and triceps to return to the 

start position.  

5. Keep your body in a straight line at all times.  

6. If you have difficulty, try this from your knees.  
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Floor Cobra  
1. Lie prone on the floor. Stretch your legs back, tops of the feet 

on the floor. Spread your hands on the floor under your 

shoulders. Hug the elbows back into your body.  

2. Press the tops of the feet and thighs and the pubis firmly into 

the floor.  

3. On an inhalation, begin to straighten the arms to lift the chest 

off the floor, going only to the height at which you can maintain 

a connection through your pubis to your legs. Press the tailbone 

toward the pubis and lift the pubis toward the navel. Narrow the 

hip points. Firm but don't harden the buttocks.  

4. Firm the shoulder blades against the back, puffing the side ribs 

forward. Lift through the top of the sternum but avoid pushing 

the front ribs forward, which only hardens the lower back. 

Distribute the backbend evenly throughout the entire spine.  
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Side Plank 
1. Muscles: Abs, obliques, low back, shoulder 

2. Lie on a mat on your side. 

3. Support your bodyweight with your knees and on your right 

elbow. 

4. Raise your body in a straight line so that your body hovers over 

the mat. 

5. Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold your abs tight. 

Contract them as if someone was about to punch you in the 

stomach, but breath normally. 
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Beginner Workout C 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

Prisoner Squat  
1. Stand with your feet just greater than shoulder-width apart.  

2. Clasp your hands behind your head. Keep your elbows back 

and shoulder blades pulled together to work the upper back.  

3. Start the movement at the hip joint. Push your hips backward 

and “sit back into a chair.” Make your hips go back as far as 

possible.  

4. Squat as deep as possible, but keep your low back tensed in a 

neutral position.  

5. Do not round your lower back.  

6. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position.  
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Pushup  
1. Keep the abs braced and body in a straight line from 

toes/knees to shoulders.  

2. Place the hands on the floor slightly wider than shoulder-width 

apart.  

3. Slowly lower yourself down until you are an inch off the ground.  

4. Push through your chest, shoulders and triceps to return to the 

start position.  

5. Keep your body in a straight line at all times.  

6. If you have difficulty, try this from your knees.  
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Plank  
1. Lie on your stomach on a mat.  

2. Raise your body in a straight line and rest your bodyweight on 

your elbows and toes so that your body hovers over the mat.  

3. Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold (brace) your 

abs tight. Contract them as if someone was about to punch you 

in the stomach, but breath normally.  

4. Hold this position for the recommended amount of time.  
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Lying 1-Leg Hip Extension 
1. Muscles: Butt, hamstrings (back of thighs) 

2. Lie on your back with your knees bent and feet flat on the floor. 

3. Brace your abs, and contract your right glute (butt muscle) 

while you take your left leg, lift it off the floor and hold it in the 

position shown. 

4. Using the right glute, bridge your hips up. 

5. Keep your abs braced. Do not use your low back to do this 

exercise. 

6. Slowly lower your hips down until they are an inch above the 

ground. 

7. Perform all reps for one leg and then switch sides 
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Side Plank 
1. Muscles: Abs, obliques, low back, shoulder 

2. Lie on a mat on your side. 

3. Support your bodyweight with your knees and on your right 

elbow. 

4. Raise your body in a straight line so that your body hovers over 

the mat. 

5. Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold your abs tight. 

Contract them as if someone was about to punch you in the 

stomach, but breath normally. 
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Wall Squat  
1. Stand against a wall with your feet just greater than shoulder-

width apart.  

2. Place your feet 12-18 inches in front of the wall.  

3. Start the movement at the hip joint. Lower your hips down until 

your thighs are parallel to the floor.  

4. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position.  
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Horse Reach  
1. Begin this exercise by placing your hands and knees on the 

floor.  

2. Place your hands directly under your shoulders with your knees 

directly under your hips (as in the photo on Page 1).  

3. Your back remains flat with eyes focused on the floor. Visualize 

balancing a glass of water in the middle of your lower back. No 

spilling!  

4. From this position, simultaneously extend your left arm and 

right leg to positions that are directly out in front and behind the 

torso, respectively.  

5. Throughout the extension of your arm and leg, maintain a flat 

back position. Keep balancing that glass of water on your lower 

back.  

6. Once both the arm and leg are extended, hold the position for 

two seconds and then return to the starting position.  

7. Repeat this sequence with the opposite arm and leg.  
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Stick-up 
1. Muscles: Rhomboids (upper back), posterior deltoids 

(shoulders) 

2. Stand with your back against a wall. Your feet should be 6 

inches away from the wall and your butt, upper back, and head 

should all be in contact with the wall at all times in the exercise. 

3. Stick your hands up overhead. Try to keep your shoulders, 

elbows, and wrists in contact with the wall at all times. 

4. Slide your arms down the wall and tuck your elbows into your 

sides. This should bring your shoulder blades down and 

together. You should feel a strong contraction in the muscles 

between your shoulder blades as well as the shoulder muscles. 

5. Again, try to keep everything in contact with the wall. 

6. From the bottom position, try to slowly slide your arms up until 

they are straight and in a "stick-em up" position. Again, try to 

keep everything in contact with the wall. 

7. Try to improve your range of motion in this exercise each week. 

8. The goal is to improve shoulder mobility and postural control. 
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Intermediate Workout A 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

DB Chest Press 
1. Muscles: Chest, triceps, shoulders 

2. Lie on a flat bench. 

3. Hold the dumbbells above your chest with your palms turned 

toward your feet. 

4. Lower the dumbbells out and down to chest level. 

5. Press the dumbbells up and in above the chest. 
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DB Row 
1. Muscles: Lats, rhomboids (upper back), biceps, forearms, abs 

2. Rest the left hand and left knee on a flat bench, lean over and 

keep the back flat. 

3. Hold the dumbbell in the right hand in full extension. 

4. Slowly row the dumbbell up to your lower abdomen. 

5. Keep the low back tensed in a neutral position and the elbow 

tight to the side. 
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DB (Dumbbell) Squat 
Muscles: Quadriceps (front of thighs), hamstrings (back of thighs), 

butt, forearms 

1. Stand with your feet just greater than shoulder-width apart. 

2. Start the movement at the hip joint. Push your hips backward 

and “sit back”. 

3. Squat as deep as possible, but keep your low back tensed in a 

neutral position. 

4. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position. 

5. For the dumbbell squat, hold a dumbbell in each hand on the 

outside of your legs. 

6. Keep your low back arched. Do NOT round your low back. 
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Single-Leg Dumbbell Curl 
1. Grab one dumbbell for each hand and stand at attention. 

2. Slowly lift one of your legs off of the ground. You don’t have to 

lift the leg very high, just enough so that if you lose your 

balance you can easily put it down to stop yourself from falling 

over. 

3. Alternate curls between arms.  

4. Halfway through your set, pause your curls and balance on 

your other leg. 

5. Complete the total number of repetitions. 
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Stability Ball Leg Curl 
Muscles: Hamstrings, butt, calves (back of legs) 

1. Lie on your back with the soles of your feet on a medium-sized 

Stability Ball. 

2. Brace your abs, and contract your glutes (butt muscles) as if 

you were squeezing something between your cheeks. Bridge 

your hips up by contracting your glutes. 

3. Keep your abs braced and contract your hamstrings and slowly 

curl the ball back towards your hips while keeping your hips 

bridged. 

4. Pause and slowly return the ball to the start position while 

keeping the hips bridged. 
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Plank  
1. Lie on your stomach on a mat.  

2. Raise your body in a straight line and rest your bodyweight on 

your elbows and toes so that your body hovers over the mat.  

3. Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold (brace) your 

abs tight. Contract them as if someone was about to punch you 

in the stomach, but breath normally.  

4. Hold this position for the recommended amount of time.  
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Intermediate Workout B 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

DB Step-Up to Balance 
1. Muscles: Quadriceps (front of thighs), hamstrings (back of 

thighs), butt 

2. Stand facing a bench. Place one foot on the bench and the 

other on the floor. 

3. Hold dumbbells in hands at sides. 

4. With your abs braced and glutes squeezed, start the movement 

by pushing through the bench foot to lift the body up to the 

standing position. 

5. Lower your body under control. Pause briefly at the bottom and 

repeat. 

6. Complete all reps for one side. 
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Dumbbell Woodchop  
1. Stand with feet shoulder-width apart, holding a 5-pound 

dumbbell in front of your torso with both hands.  

2. Engage your abs, keep shoulders down, and squat, bringing 

dumbbell toward right foot.  

3. Stand up, using your abs and glutes, while lifting dumbbell 

diagonally across your body to left shoulder.  

4. Switch sides (starting to left) and repeat.  
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Walkout Pushup  
1. Stand with feet together.  

2. From a standing position with your feet together or slightly 

apart, engage ("brace") your abdominal muscles to stabilize 

your spine.  

3. Gently exhale and bend forward from your hips ("hip hinging"). 

Try to keep your knees straight (but not locked). Slowly lower 

your torso towards the floor until you can place your fingers or 

palms of your hands on the floor in front of your body. If your 

hamstrings are tight, you may need to bend your knees slightly. 

Try to keep the spine flat.  

4. Slowly begin to walk your hands forward, away from your feet. 

Your heels will begin to rise off the floor. Continue walking your 

hands forward until you reach a full-push-up position where 

your spine, hips and head are level with the floor (plank 

position)  
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Cross Crawl  
1. This is a combination warm-up and ab exercise.  

2. Stand with your feet shoulder width-apart and hands straight 

overhead.  

3. Slowly bring your opposite knee and elbow together in front of 

you.  

4.       Alternate sides.  
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Floor Cobra  
1. Lie prone on the floor. Stretch your legs back, tops of the feet 

on the floor. Spread your hands on the floor under your 

shoulders. Hug the elbows back into your body.  

2. Press the tops of the feet and thighs and the pubis firmly into 

the floor.  

3. On an inhalation, begin to straighten the arms to lift the chest 

off the floor, going only to the height at which you can maintain 

a connection through your pubis to your legs. Press the tailbone 

toward the pubis and lift the pubis toward the navel. Narrow the 

hip points. Firm but don't harden the buttocks.  

4.       Firm the shoulder blades against the back, puffing the side ribs 

forward. Lift through the top of the sternum but avoid pushing 

the front ribs forward, which only hardens the lower back. 

Distribute the backbend evenly throughout the entire spine.  
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Side Plank 
1. Muscles: Abs, obliques, low back, shoulder 

2. Lie on a mat on your side. 

3. Support your bodyweight with your knees and on your right 

elbow. 

4. Raise your body in a straight line so that your body hovers over 

the mat. 

5. Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold your abs tight. 

Contract them as if someone was about to punch you in the 

stomach, but breath normally. 
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Intermediate Workout C 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

Prisoner Squat  
1. Stand with your feet just greater than shoulder-width apart.  

2. Clasp your hands behind your head. Keep your elbows back 

and shoulder blades pulled together to work the upper back.  

3. Start the movement at the hip joint. Push your hips backward 

and “sit back into a chair.” Make your hips go back as far as 

possible.  

4. Squat as deep as possible, but keep your low back tensed in a 

neutral position.  

5. Do not round your lower back.  

6. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position.  
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Decline Pushup  
1. Keep the abs braced and body in a straight line from toes 

(knees) to shoulders.  

2. Place the hands on the floor slightly wider than shoulder-width 

apart.  

3. Elevate your feet onto a chair.  

4. Take 5 seconds to lower yourself down until you are 2 inches 

off the ground.  

5. Push through your chest, shoulders and triceps to return to the 

start position.  

6. Keep your body in a straight line at all times.  
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Side Plank 
1. Muscles: Abs, obliques, low back, shoulder 

2. Lie on a mat on your side. 

3. Support your bodyweight with your knees and on your right 

elbow. 

4. Raise your body in a straight line so that your body hovers over 

the mat. 

5.       Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold your abs tight. 

Contract them as if someone was about to punch you in the 

stomach, but breath normally. 
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Stability Ball Hip Extension 
Muscles: Hamstrings, butt, calves (back of legs) 

1. Lie on your back with the soles of your feet on a medium-sized 

Stability Ball. 

2. Brace your abs, and contract your glutes (butt muscles) as if 

you were squeezing something between your cheeks. Bridge 

your hips up by contracting your glutes. 

3. Slowly lower your hips down until they are an inch above the 

ground. 
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Ball Cobra 
1. Lie with ball under mid-section; feet pointed toward floor and legs 

straight.  

2. Extend arms in front of ball. 

3. Draw-in belly button and squeeze butt muscles. 

4. Pinch shoulder blades back and down to bring arms around to side 

of body.  

5. Return arms to front of body. 
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Wall Squat  
1. Stand against a wall with your feet just greater than shoulder-

width apart.  

2. Place your feet 12-18 inches in front of the wall.  

3. Start the movement at the hip joint. Lower your hips down until 

your thighs are parallel to the floor.  

4. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position.  
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Horse Reach  
1. Begin this exercise by placing your hands and knees on the 

floor.  

2. Place your hands directly under your shoulders with your knees 

directly under your hips (as in the photo on Page 1).  

3. Your back remains flat with eyes focused on the floor. Visualize 

balancing a glass of water in the middle of your lower back. No 

spilling!  

4. From this position, simultaneously extend your left arm and 

right leg to positions that are directly out in front and behind the 

torso, respectively.  

5. Throughout the extension of your arm and leg, maintain a flat 

back position. Keep balancing that glass of water on your lower 

back.  

6. Once both the arm and leg are extended, hold the position for 

two seconds and then return to the starting position.  

7. Repeat this sequence with the opposite arm and leg.  
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Squat Thrusts NO Pushup 
1. Start in the top of the pushup position with your abs braced.  

2. Thrust your knees in towards your chest and then back out 

quickly.  

3. Repeat.  
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Advanced Workout A 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

Single Leg Dumbbell Squat  
1. Standing up, holding dumbbells at your side.  

2. Lift your left leg slightly off the ground and balance on your right 

leg.  

3. Squat down on your right leg and maintain control.  

4. Keep your right knee behind your toes.  

5. Do not allow your right thigh to go beyond parallel. Maintain left 

foot off the ground.  

6. Perform all reps on right side before performing on the left side.  
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DB Warrior Row 
1. With knees bent and back arched, hold two dumbbells at your 

side. 

2. Pull both straight up to the sides. 

3. Keep your elbows out to the sides and exhale on the way up. 

4. Return slowly to the floor. 
5. "Pull" the weight with the latissimus dorsi muscles (the "wings") 

 
Mistakes 

• Cocking the head up 

• Shrugging the shoulders as you pull the dumbbells 

• Bending the wrists as you pull the dumbbells 
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DB Stability Ball Press 
1. To perform the exercise, begin with the dumbbells in your 

hands and maneuver into a “bridge” position on the stability 

ball. Your head, neck and upper back should be balanced on 

top of the ball. Keep your feet firmly on the ground and your 

hips up straight. 

2. Start with the dumbbells up, arms straight. Slowly lower the 

dumbbells to the sides of your chest, bending at the elbows and 

then return them to the top. 

3. To get the most from the exercise, be sure not to drop the hips 

or twist the torso while performing the movement. Always 

perform a good warm-up before doing any exercise or stretch. 
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Dumbbell Squat, Curl, Press 
1. Stand with your feet just greater than shoulder-width apart.  

2. Hold two dumbbells at your sides. 

3. Start the movement at the hip joint. Push your hips backward 

and “sit back into a chair”. Make your hips go back as far as 

possible.  

4. Squat as deep as possible, but keep your low back tensed in a 

neutral position.  

5. Don’t let your lower back become rounded.  

6. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position.  

7. After reaching the start position for your squat, curl both 

dumbbells. 

8. Your palms should be facing toward your shoulders when you 

reach the top position for your curl. 

9. When the dumbbells have reached your shoulders, press both 

overhead at the same time. 

10. Your palms will naturally want to rotate forward. This is fine and 

what we want. 

11. Lower weights back down to shoulders and reverse the curl. 

12. Repeat. 
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Prone Twister with Stability Ball  
1. Start in a full push-up position with palms on floor aligned under 

shoulders, feet on a stability ball.  

2. Lower feet until they're grasping the sides of the ball.  

3. Keeping upper body stationary, rotate your legs and hips to the 

left in 2 counts; return to center and rotate to the right in 2 

counts.  

4. To modify, place your knees on either side of the ball.  
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Medicine Ball Slam 
1. To complete this forceful throw, begin standing with feet 

shoulder-width apart with a medicine ball held over your head 

with both hands.  

2. Bring your arms down the front of your body towards your hips.  

3. Release the ball once your arms are almost completely 

lowered, throwing it down onto the floor directly between your 

feet.  

4. Catch the ball as it bounces up towards you. 

Picture pending. 
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Advanced Workout B 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

Reverse Lunge 
Muscles: Hamstrings (back of thighs), butt, quadriceps (front of 

thighs), 

1. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Hold DB’s in each 

hand. 

2. Brace your abs, and contract your glutes (butt muscles) as if 

you were squeezing something between your cheeks. 

3. Step backward with left leg, resting the toe on the ground. 

4. Squat straight down with the right leg supporting the body 

weight. Lower yourself until your right thigh is parallel to the 

floor. 

5. Return to the start position by pushing with the muscles of the 

right leg. Focus on pushing with glutes and hamstrings. Do all 

reps on one side then switch. 
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Lateral Plank with Pushup 
1. Keep your abs braced and body in a straight line from toes to 

shoulders.  

2. Place the hands on the floor slightly wider than shoulder-width 

apart, BUT place one hand in front of shoulder level and the 

other hand behind shoulder level.  

3. Slowly lower yourself down until you are 1 inch off the ground.  

4. Push through your chest, shoulders and triceps to return to the 

start position.  

5. Keep your body in a straight line at all times.  

6. Alternate sides.  
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Single-Leg Dumbbell Curl to Press 
1. Grab one dumbbell for each hand and stand at attention. 

2. Slowly lift one of your legs off of the ground. You don’t have to 

lift the leg very high. Lift just enough so that if you lose your 

balance you can easily put it down to stop yourself from falling 

over. 

3. Curl the dumbbell up and then press straight over head. 

Perform this under control and maintain your balance. 

4. Alternate curl to press between arms.  

5. Halfway through your set, pause your curl to press and balance 

on your other leg. 

6. Complete the total number of repetitions. 
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Ball Superman 
1. Lie with ball under mid-section; feet pointed toward floor and legs 

straight.  

2. Extend arms in front of ball. 

3. Draw-in belly button and squeeze butt muscles. 

4. Pinch shoulder blades back and down to bring arms around to side 

of body.  

5. Move arms to front of body like you are flying. 

6. Return arms to starting position and repeat. 
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Plank, Feet on Stability Ball 
1. Lie on your stomach on a mat.  

2. Raise your body in a straight line and rest your bodyweight on 

your hands. Place the tips of your toes on top of a stability ball.  

  

3. Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold (brace) your 

abs tight. Contract them as if someone was about to punch you 

in the stomach, but breath normally.  

4. Hold this position for the recommended amount of time.  
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Medicine Ball Oblique Throw 
1. Start in a wide athletic stance with a good bend in your knees. 

Hold the medicine ball in both hands in front of you. 

2. Throw the medicine ball against the wall at about chest height. 

3. Catch the ball off of the wall rotate to the opposite hip and throw 

then throw the ball back. 
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Advanced Workout C 
Exercises are listed below in the order you perform them during the 

workout. 

 

Bodyweight Squats  
1. Stand with your feet just greater than shoulder-width apart.  

2. Start the movement at the hip joint. Push your hips backward 

and “sit back into a chair”. Make your hips go back as far as 

possible.  

3. Squat as deep as possible, but keep your low back tensed in a 

neutral position.  

4. Don’t let your lower back become rounded.  

5. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position.  
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Incline Pushup  
1. Keep the abs braced and body in a straight line from toes 

(knees) to shoulders.  

2. Place the hands on a chair, counter or other stable elevated 

object, hands slightly wider than shoulder-width apart.  

3. Take 5 seconds to lower yourself down until you are 2 inches 

from the counter or chair.  

4. Push through your chest, shoulders and triceps to return to the 

start position.  

5. Keep your body in a straight line at all times.  
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Plank  
1. Lie on your stomach on a mat.  

2. Raise your body in a straight line and rest your bodyweight on 

your elbows and toes so that your body hovers over the mat.  

3. Keep your back straight and your hips up. Hold (brace) your 

abs tight. Contract them as if someone was about to punch you 

in the stomach, but breath normally.  

4.       Hold this position for the recommended amount of time.  
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Lying 1-Leg Hip Extension 
1. Muscles: Butt, hamstrings (back of thighs) 

2. Lie on your back with your knees bent and feet flat on the floor. 

3. Brace your abs, and contract your right glute (butt muscle) 

while you take your right leg, lift it off the floor and hold it in the 

position shown. 

4. Using the left glute, bridge your hips up. 

5. Keep your abs braced. Do not use your low back to do this 

exercise. 

6. Slowly lower your hips down until they are an inch above the 

ground. 

7. Perform all reps for one leg and then switch sides. 
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Ball Cobra 
1. Lie with ball under mid-section; feet pointed toward floor and legs 

straight.  

2. Extend arms in front of ball. 

3. Draw-in belly button and squeeze butt muscles. 

4. Pinch shoulder blades back and down to bring arms around to side 

of body.  

5. Return arms to front of body. 
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Wall Squat  
1. Stand against a wall with your feet just greater than shoulder-

width apart.  

2. Place your feet 12-18 inches in front of the wall.  

3. Start the movement at the hip joint. Lower your hips down until 

your thighs are parallel to the floor.  

4. Push with your glutes, hamstrings, and quadriceps to return to 

the start position.  
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Jack Knife (stability ball) 
Muscles: Abs, rectus femoris (quadriceps, front of thighs) 

1. Brace your abs. Put your elbows on the bench and rest your 

shins on the ball. 

2. With your arms straight and your back flat, your body should 

form a straight line 

3. from your shoulders to your ankles. Hold that position for 3 

seconds. 

4. Keeping your back straight (don't round it), slowly roll the ball as 

close to your chest as possible by contracting your abs and 

pulling it forward. 

5. Pause briefly and then return the ball to the starting position by 

rolling it backward. 

6. Hold the extended position for 3 seconds and repeat. 
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Squat Thrusts with Pushup 
1. Start in the top of the pushup position with your abs braced.  

2. Perform a pushup. Return to top position. 

3. Thrust your knees in towards your chest and then back out 

quickly.  

4. Repeat.  
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Joint Mobility 
Three Plane Neck  
1. Slowly turn head left, then right, gradually increasing range of 

motion.   

2. Tuck your chin in, then tilt your head back.   

3. Tilt your head strictly to one side, then to the other (no twisting).   

Tip: Perform this movement in a slow, controlled manner. Do not 

combine the 3 movements into a head roll. 
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Shoulder Circles  
1. Draw circles with your shoulders, as big as possible.  

2. Inhale & expand ribcage as shoulders are moving back.  

3. Do 10 circles one direction, then switch directions and do 10 

more.  
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Fist Exercise  
1. Extend fingers from closed fist, then clench your fist again.  

2. Perform a total of 20 repetitions  

Tip: Try to perform this movement as quickly as possible.   
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Wrist Rotations  
1. Stand up with arms extended, elbows bent.  

2. Rotate your wrists inside out working them for maximum 

rotation. 
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Elbow Circles  
1. Make circles with your elbow maximally bending and 

straightening it out.  

2. Outward circles are more awkward than inward ones.  

3. Elbow circles are also great for your shoulders.  
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Egyptian  
1. Start with arms out straight and your palms facing down.  

2. Pivot and turn to one side while keeping your arms in the same 

spot in space.  

3. Both hands should turn up as much as possible.   

4. Switch sides keeping your shoulders in line.  
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Arm Circles  
1. Draw maximal circles with one or both arms.  

2. Repeat in opposite direction.  
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Hula Hoop  
1. Imitate a hoola hoop motion.  

2. Keep shoulders stationary and make big circles with your hips.  
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Ankle Circles  
1. Draw circles with your toes while making a point of achieving a 

maximal range of motion in ankle.  

2. Pointed toes, toes to nose, and in and out motion.   
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Knee Circles  
1. Place your hands above your knees – not on kneecaps.  

2. Make small circles, NOT large.  

Tip: Knee was designed for only minimal lateral motion, so keep your 

circles tight and small.  
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Flexibility 
Toe Hang  
1. Stand straight up with legs together.  

2. Slowly bend forward as far as it is comfortable.  

3. Keep knees locked or close to it.  

4. Keep your head down and do not look up.  

5. Squeeze glutes hard and breath in deep.  

6. Relax and let out breath and sink deeper in to hang.  
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Cobra  
1. Lie prone on the floor. Stretch your legs back, tops of the feet 

on the floor. Spread your hands on the floor under your 

shoulders. Hug the elbows back into your body.  

2. Press the tops of the feet and thighs and the pubis firmly into 

the floor.  

3. On an inhalation, begin to straighten the arms to lift the chest 

off the floor, going only to the height at which you can maintain 

a connection through your pubis to your legs. Press the tailbone 

toward the pubis and lift the pubis toward the navel. Narrow the 

hip points. Firm but don't harden the buttocks.  

4. Firm the shoulder blades against the back, puffing the side ribs 

forward. Lift through the top of the sternum but avoid pushing 

the front ribs forward, which only hardens the lower back. 

Distribute the backbend evenly throughout the entire spine.  
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Spine Rotation w/Club  
1. Sit in a chair with feet & hips planted solidly.   

2. Slowly turn your trunk clockwise and counterclockwise.   

3. Make sure your head moves with your torso.  
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Head Turner  
1. Sit in a chair facing forward. Turn your head to the left or the 

right as long as you can. Do not tilt your head, just rotate.  

2. Apply pressure against your head with hand. Hold and allow 

tension to release.  

3. Perform drill in both directions.  
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Headache Buster  
1. Great for alleviating tension that can cause headaches.  

2. Turn your head a little to the right as if trying to touch your chin 

to your collarbone.  

3. On the side you have moved your chin, take that same side 

arm and grasp your head and pull in to your collarbone.  

4. Allow the tension to release and repeat on other side.   
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Chest Stretch 1  
1. Stand next to a doorframe. Raise elbow to shoulder height and 

rotate arm so that your hand is up (as if in a throwing position 

with elbow in line with your shoulder).   

2. Press your elbow against the doorframe and slowly and gently 

rotate your upper body away from your elbow. Feel the stretch 

across the front of your shoulder and chest.   

3. Hold for 30 seconds and then repeat for the other side.   
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Chest Stretch 2  
1. Stand with your arm out-stretched and hand pressed against a 

wall or support.   

2. Rotate your hips and feet away from your arm, to increase the 

stretch felt across the chest muscle.  

3. Hold that position for 20 seconds and then repeat for the other 

side.   
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Shoulder Stretch  
1. Raise your arm to shoulder height and bring your arm across 

the front of your body.   

2. If using your right arm, your right hand should rest at your left 

shoulder.   

3. Take your left arm and place it behind your right elbow. Slowly 

and gently apply pressure just above your right elbow to feel a 

stretch in the back of the right shoulder.   

4. Hold for 30 seconds and then repeat for the other side.   
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Backswing Angel  
1. Place the roller along the spine from the base of the skull to the 

tail bone. The knees should be bent and feet flat on floor.  

2. Allow your pelvis and shoulders to roll in opposite directions on 

the roller.  
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Wrist Flexion  
1. If you have wrist issues, this one can really help relieve some 

stress.  

2. Get down on your knees and place your hans in front of you, 

pointing towards you as much as possible.  

3. Keep elbows locked and gently shift weight towards hands until 

you feel the pull on the inside of your forearms.  

4. Hold and let tension ease.  

5. The angle between your arms will increase when you have 

released the tension.  
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Trunk Rotation  
1. Sit on a chair facing forward.  

2. Solidly plant your feet to anchor hips.  

3. Open your chest and turn  your torso around your spine. Hold 

on to chair.  

4. Contract your muscles and breath deep.   

5. Release tension and breath and twist a bit further.  

6. Repeat on opposite side.  
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Kneeling Hip Flexor  
1. Tight hip flexors cause bad backs, monkey butts, and athletic 

inferiority.  

2. When flexors are tight, they do not allow your glutes (strongest 

muscle in the body) to exert themselves efficiently. Kneel on 

floor and face forward.   

3. Torso and front shin should remain upright for the duration of 

the stretch and hips should remain squared.  

4. Flex your abs to protect your back.   

5. Once the tension is released you will begin to sag down.   

  

Let’s take this a step further so you can see how this can impact your 

backswing.  

  

1. Leaning forward, place your hands on your knee not letting your 

knee drift forward.   

2. Begin to twist and look out, do not look down.  
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Piriformis Stretch  
1. Cross one leg in front of your body on the floor.   

2. Lean your chest over the top of your front leg while you sit back 

on your hips.   

3. Straighten out your back leg and bring it across your body to 

increase the stretch.  
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Seated Groin Stretch  
1. Sit with your knees bent and feet together in a criss-cross 

fashion.  

2. Gently press the tops of the knees down toward the floor with 

your elbows.  

3. Stop when a slight stretch is felt.  
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Downward Facing Dog  
1. Really focus on calf muscles and try to get heels to touch floor. 

This may take time, but is integral in helping to create more 

power, length, and tension in your swing.  

2. Come to your hands and knees with the wrists underneath the 

shoulders and the knees underneath the hips.  

3. Curl the toes under and push back raising the hips and 

straightening the legs.  

4. Spread the fingers and ground down from the forearms into the 

fingertips.  

5. Outwardly rotate the upper arms broadening the collarbones.  

6. Let the head hang, move the shoulder blades away from the 

ears towards the hips.  

7. Engage the quadriceps strongly to take the weight off the arms, 

making this a resting pose.  

8. Rotate the thighs inward, keep the tail high and sink your heels 

towards the floor.  
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